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Abstract. In this work, we developed a numerical method to investigate the effects of black carbon morphology on the esti-

mation of brown carbon (BrC) absorption using the Absorption Ångström exponent (AAE) method. Pseudo measurements of

the total absorption were generated based on several morphologically mixed black carbon (BC) models, then the BrC absorp-

tion was inferred based on different AAE methods. By comparing the estimated BrC absorption with "True" BrC absorption,

we found that both AAE=1 and Mie AAE methods do not provide accurate estimation for the BrC absorption, and the es-5

timated BrC absorption can deviate several times from "True" BrC absorption. The newly proposed Wavelength Dependent

AAE (WDA) method does not necessarily improve the estimations, sometimes it may even provide worse estimations than the

AAE=1 and Mie AAE methods. Fixing the fractal dimension to be 1.8, the deviation between the estimated BrC mass absorp-

tion cross-section (MAC) and "True" BrC MAC can reach approximately 9 m2/g, which is far more than brown carbon MAC

itself. Therefore, the estimation of BrC absorption based on the AAE method should carefully consider the morphological10

effects of BC. Our findings highlight the BC morphological effects on the BrC absorption estimation.

1 Introduction

Carbonaceous aerosols, a main source of the light-absorbing aerosols, contribute great effects on the climate. Carbonaceous

aerosols mainly include black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC). BC was considered as the dominant absorbing aerosol in

the atmosphere, which greatly absorbs light from ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths to near-infrared wavelengths, and it contributes15

to large warming effects on the climate (Stocker et al., 2013). OC was often regarded as a scattering aerosol, while many

studies have shown that parts of OC can also strongly absorb light in UV wavelengths (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Chakrabarty

et al., 2010; Chen and Bond, 2010), and the absorbing OC is called brown carbon (BrC). To figure out the climate effects of

BrC, many modeling studies have been studied. BrC was estimated to contribute to approximately 20-40% of the total aerosol

absorption, and its direct radiative effect has been estimated to be comparable to that of BC (Feng et al., 2013; Saleh et al.,20

2015). However, substantial uncertainties exist in the climate modeling of BrC (Wang et al., 2016). The accurate estimation of

BrC demands the constraints from the observation.

Laboratory measurements based on the extraction of filter samples were widely used to measure BrC absorption, while it

is difficult to provide global, continuous measurements. Thus, increasing studies used measurements based on remote sensing

and in-situ techniques. However, the observed absorptions are commonly from the mixing of different aerosols. To divide the25
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contributions of different aerosols, some attempts were made to derive the BrC contribution from the total absorption (Wang

et al., 2016, 2018; Russell et al., 2010; Massabò et al., 2015; Bahadur et al., 2012; Chung et al., 2012). Dust, BC, and BrC

are widely accepted to be the main absorbing aerosols in the atmosphere. Dust is recognized to be in the coarse mode, while

BrC and BC are commonly in fine size mode. Therefore, based on the size information inferred from remote sensing using

different techniques (eg. The extinction Ångström exponent (EAE)), the dust and other absorbing aerosols can be divided.30

However, it is difficult to divide BC and BrC based on the size information. To quantify the absorption contribution of BrC in

the fine mode, a typical method was commonly used based on the strong spectral-dependence of BrC from UV to near-infrared

wavelengths. BrC is commonly seen to be non-absorbing in the near-infrared wavelengths, so the fine aerosol total absorption

in near-infrared wavelengths is completely from BC absorption (exclude the dust). In UV wavelengths, the total absorption

should be the sum of BrC and BC absorption. Therefore, BrC absorption is the difference between the total absorption and BC35

absorption. Therefore, the derivation of the BrC absorption suffers large uncertainties from BC properties. The most widely

used method is based on the absorption Ångström exponent (AAE), which represents the spectral dependence of the absorption.

Given two wavelengths (λ1 and λ2), the AAE at the corresponding wavelength pair can be calculated using:

AAE =−
ln(abs(λ1)

abs(λ2)
)

ln(λ1
λ2

)
(1)

where abs(λ1) and abs(λ2) represent the absorptions at λ1 and λ2, respectively. Given the AAE value of BC, the BC absorption40

in UV wavelengths can be obtained based on the absorption in near-infrared wavelengths. However, there are large uncertainties

in the estimation of BC AAE. AAE=1 is widely assumed, while the particle size, morphology, and mixing states have significant

impacts on BC AAE values (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Schnaiter et al., 2003; Li et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,

2020; Liu and Mishchenko, 2018). For example, for bare BC, Schnaiter et al. (2003) reported an average AAE value of

approximately 1.1 for diesel BC aerosols; Kirchstetter et al. (2004) have shown BC AAE was approximately 0.6-1.3 for BC45

near the roadway or in the tunnel. Recent studies have realized that BC morphology, particle size, and mixing states can lead

to sizable uncertainties in BC AAE (Li et al., 2016; Lack and Cappa, 2010; Liu et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2020). A recent

study conducted by Wang et al. (2016) used the Mie calculation to constrain the effects of particle size on the AAE, while a

spherical BC morphology was assumed. In their study, a pre-calculated wavelength-dependence of AAE (WDA) based on Mie

calculation was used, while the effects of BC morphology was not considered. In the atmosphere, BC presents rather complex50

morphologies based on the observation of electron microscopy (EM) images (China et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017). To estimate

BrC absorption based on measurements from satellite or ground-based measurements, previous studies have developed some

techniques to constrain the aerosol refractive index and aerosol type (Tesche et al., 2011; Arola et al., 2011). However, most

studies have neglected the effects of BC morphologies. Even though recent studies have also shown BC morphologies can

affect BC AAE, few studies have provided direct evidence on how large uncertainties BC morphologies can cause for the55

estimation of BrC absorption. Therefore, we need to answer a question: Can BC morphologies be ignored in the estimation of

BrC absorption?

As measurements in the atmosphere are caused by many factors including particle size, refractive index, mixing states, mor-

phologies, etc., it is difficult to figure out how BC morphologies affect BrC absorption derivation. In addition, it is hard to
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quantify the uncertainties due to the effects of aerosol composition and size distributions (Li, Z. and Zhao, X. and Kahn, R. and60

Mishchenko, M. and Remer, L. and Lee, K.-H. and Wang, M. and Laszlo, I. and Nakajima, T. and Maring, H., 2009). To answer

the question proposed above, we need a well-constrained measurement. Numerical tools have an edge on revealing the complex

factors that affect the measurements and can be the supplements for the measurements. In this work, we replace the complex

measurements in the atmosphere with the well-constrained pseudo absorption "measurements" computed using morphologi-

cally realistic mixed models, and the inferred BrC absorptions based on the AAE=1, Mie AAE, and Mie wavelength-dependent65

AAE methods were compared with the "True" BrC absorption. Also, the causes of the uncertainties were analyzed, and the

method used in this work is shown in Figure 1. Our results can provide suggestions for the estimation of BrC absorption based

on multiple wavelengths.

2 Pseudo measurements

2.1 Morphologies70

Non-spherical aerosol models show more excellent performance on reproducing the measurements even though Mie theory

was commonly used in remote sensing and climate modeling (Bi et al., 2018; He et al., 2016, 2015; Chakrabarty et al., 2007;

Luo et al., 2019). In the atmosphere, BC can be mixed with BrC, and the mixing states are commonly divided into externally

mixed and internally mixed. For the externally mixed particles, each chemical component is separated, and the BrC and BC

absorption can be treated individually. However, BC and BrC are well mixed for internally mixed particles. As BC is internally75

mixed with BrC, the total absorption can be enhanced by the "lensing effect "(Bond and Bergstrom, 2006; Lack et al., 2009)

or weakened by the "sunglass effect" (Luo et al., 2018b).

The pseudo measured absorptions were calculated based on the morphologically realistic BC models. For the externally

mixed particles, a fractal morphology was assumed for BC, and the structures satisfy the fractal law (Mishchenko et al., 2002):

80

Ns = k0(
Rg
R

)Df (2)

where Ns and R represent the monomer number and mean monomer radius, respectively; Df denote the fractal dimension,

and larger Df generally represents more compact aggregates. k0 represents the fractal frefator, and it mainly affects the shape

anisotropy. Rg represents the gyration radius. To generate BC aggregates, a tunable algorithm was applied (Woźniak, 2012).

Similar to Luo et al. (2018b), a constant monomer radius of 20 nm was assumed. As both fluffy and compact BC exist in85

the atmosphere, we use Df = 1.8 and Df = 2.6 to represent the fluffy and compact BC, respectively. As k0 has fewer effects

on the BC radiative properties (Liu and Mishchenko, 2005), we fixed k0 to be 1.2. According to Zhang et al. (2008), we used

mobility diameters of 155 nm and 320 nm to represent small and large BC, respectively. As BC shape is irregular, we substitute

volume-mean BC diameter (DV = 2a(Ns)1/3) for the mobility diameter. The corresponding Ns are 58 and 512, respectively.

The morphology of BrC was assumed to be spherical, as externally mixed BrC commonly exists as the spherical tarballs90
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(Chakrabarty et al., 2010). We assume BC refractive index to be 1.85+0.71i (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006), and the real part of

the BrC refractive index was assumed to be 1.55 (Chakrabarty et al., 2010).

For the internally mixing particles, the BC-containing morphologies were generated based on the models proposed by Luo

et al. (2019). Two coating methods were assumed. The first coating method is controlled by a parameter k. In this study, k = 8

was assumed, and the generated BC model was referred to as Model A. The second coating method is dominated by a defined95

parameter (Rc). Rc = 50Rg and Rc =Rg were assumed to represent the film and spherical coatings, and are named Model

B and Model C, respectively. In our previous study (Luo et al., 2019), we have demonstrated that our proposed models can

greatly simulate the internally mixed BC morphologies and reproduce the measured absorption as well. For more details about

the algorithm to generate the coated BC, please refer to Luo et al. (2019), and the typically generated morphologies are shown

in Figure 2 and the Figures S1-S2 of Luo et al. (2019).100

2.2 Generation of pseudo measurements

For the externally mixed particles, the absorption efficiencies (Qabs) of BC and BrC were calculated using the multiple-sphere

T-matrix (MSTM) method (Mackowski and Mishchenko, 2011, 1996), while the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) method

was used to produce the absorption efficiencies of internally mixed particles. In this work, we used DDSCAT version 7.3

(Draine and Flatau, 2008, 1994), and we assumed the particles are randomly orientated (Mishchenko and Yurkin, 2017). After105

the absorption efficiencies were calculated, the absorption cross-section can be obtained using:

Cabs =
1
4
QabsπD

2
V (3)

In real circumstances, the total absorptions can be inferred from the observations or measurements. Thus, the total absorption

cross-section was used to provide pseudo measurements. For the internally mixed particles, the total absorption cross-section

can be directly obtained from the calculations based on the morphologically realistic models. For the externally mixed particles,110

the total absorption cross-section is the sum of the absorption cross-section of BC and BrC.

3 Inferring the BrC absorption

3.1 "True" BrC absorption

In the study of Luo et al. (2018b), by separating the absorption of BC and BrC, they found the total absorption of the internally

mixed particles can be less than the sum of BrC and BC absorption calculated individually. So, there must be a negative effect115

to weaken the total absorption. From physical points, they found the BrC absorption can block the solar radiation deeply into

BC, so weaken the total absorption. In addition, the "lensing effect" was redefined as the absorption enhancements of BC by

the addition of non-absorbing coating materials. Therefore, the total absorptions of mixed particles consist of BC absorption,

BrC absorption, the "lensing effect, and the "sunglass effect". However, both the sunglass effect and BrC shell absorption are

caused by absorbing BrC. For convenient application, the "True" BrC absorption was assumed as the difference between the120

absorption of BC mixed with BrC and BC mixed with non-absorbing materials. Here we must clarify that the "True" BrC
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absorption in this work is the co-effect of the absorption BrC shell and the sunglass effect for internally mixed particles. To

eliminate the effect of BrC mass, the BrC mass absorption cross-section (MACBrC) was used, and it can be calculated using:

Cabs_BrC = Cabs_BC and BrC −Cabs_BC and non−absorbing (4)

125

MACBrC = Cabs_BrC/MBrC (5)

here Cabs_BC and BrC and Cabs_BC and non−absorbing represent the absorption cross-sections of BC mixed with BrC and non-

absorbing materials, respectively. The morphologies of BC mixed with non-absorbing materials is the same as those mixed

with BrC ; MBrC represents the mass of BrC, which was calculated using:

MBrC = VBrC .ρBrC (6)130

VBrC = VBC .(1− fBC)/fBC (7)

VBC =Ns.(4/3πR3) (8)

where VBrC and VBC represent the volume of BrC and BC, respectively; fBC represents the volume fraction of BC; ρBrC135

represents the mass density of BrC, and it was assumed to be 1.2 g/cm3 as Luo et al. (2018b).

As the BrC absorption estimation is significantly affected by the BC physical properties, we have also calculated the differ-

ence between "True" and the estimated BC absorption by assuming BC is mixed with non-absorbing materials. However, as

the difference between "True" and the estimated BC absorption mainly affect the estimation of BrC absorption, the absorption

difference was normalized by BrC mass but not BC mass. Here we used a parameter δMAC to represent the difference of140

"True" and the estimated BrC absorption:

δCabs
= Cabs_BC_Ture−Cabs_BC_inferred (9)

δMAC = δCabs
/MBrC (10)

where Cabs_BC_Ture and Cabs_BC_inferred ρBC represent the "True" and inferred absorption cross-sections of BC mixed with145

non-absorbing materials. As the BrC MAC deviation between "Ture" and inferred BrC absorption is mainly caused by the

inaccurate estimation of BC absorption, δMAC can represent the deviation between the "True" and inferred BrC MAC.
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3.2 Inferring BrC absorption

The calculation of inferred BrC absorption is similar to the true case, while the difference is the Cabs_BC and non−absorbing is

inferred from an assumed AAE:150

Cabs_BC_non−absorbing2 = Cabs_BC_non−absorbing1.(
λ2

λ1
)−AAE (11)

here Cabs_BC_non−absorbing1 and Cabs_BC_non−absorbing2 are the corresponding absorption cross-section of BC with non-

absorbing materials at λ1 and λ2, respectively.

The total absorptions observation at 440, 675, 870 nm can be commonly obtained in AERONET and other ground mea-

surements. Based on the strong spectral-dependence of BrC, BrC absorption at 675 and 870 nm wavelengths are commonly155

neglected, and the absorption at 675 and 870 nm are fully from the BC absorption. As BC absorption at 440 nm wavelength

can be obtained based on the BC AAE, we can estimate the BrC absorption at 440 nm based on Equation 1. In this work, we

inferred the mass absorption cross-section (MAC) of BrC at 440 nm wavelength based on the pseudo measurements at 675 and

870 nm wavelength using AAE=1 and AAE of Mie calculations.

In addition, Wang et al. (2016) proposed a method to derive BrC absorption based on AAE spectral-dependence (WDA)160

using Mie calculations. The WDA was calculated using:

WDA=AAEλ1_λ2−AAEλ2_λ3 (12)

where AAEλ1_λ2 and AAEλ2_λ3 are AAE calculated using different wavelength pairs. Based on the different size and refrac-

tive index, the WDA was pre-calculated by performing Mie calculations, and then the AAE at a wavelength pair is inferred

from AAE observation at another wavelength pair and precalculated WDA. As for the spherical BC, the optical properties are165

also calculated using MSTM but not Mie method to eliminate the errors caused by different numerical methods. However, the

deviation between MSTM and Mie method for spherical BC should not be large. In this work, the WDA is calculated using

MSTM by assuming a spherical morphology, and then the AAE between UV and near-infrared wavelengths are inferred from

WDA and AAE in near-infrared wavelengths. Take the wavelengths of 440 nm,675 nm and 870 nm for example, AAE between

440 nm and 675 nm can be calculated using:170

WDA=AAE440nm_870nm_Mie−AAE675nm_870nm_Mie (13)

AAE440nm_870nm_inferred =AAE675nm_870nm_True +WDA (14)

In this work, for the inverse of BrC absorption, all the WDA is calculated based on the Mie theory, and we call it the WDA

method. We have also demonstrated the effects of morphologies on the applicability of the WDA method.175
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4 Results

4.1 Externally mixed particles

The BrC mass absorption cross-section is significantly depending on the imaginary part of the BrC refractive index. The

measured imaginary parts of BrC refractive indices were varied largely in different pieces of literature. For example, Nakayama

et al. (2013) showed that the secondary OC generated from the photooxidation of toluene has an imaginary part of refractive180

index from 0 to 0.0082 and from 0-0.0017 at 405 nm and 532 nm respectively; Saleh et al. (2013) showed that the imaginary

part of primary OC refractive indices was in the range of 0.0055-0.06, while the imaginary parts of secondary OC refractive

indices varied in the range of 0.01-0.05. Even though the imaginary part of BrC refractive indices suffer large uncertainties

in chemical compositions, aging status, and generating process, the reported value commonly within the range between the

values reported by Kirchstetter et al. (2004) and those reported by Chen and Bond (2010). In general, the measured imaginary185

part of the BrC refractive index commonly within the range of approximately 0-0.16.

The measured BrC mass absorption cross-section was also varied in different studies. The range of from 1.26 to 1.79 m2/g

at 365 nm wavelength was reported by previous studies (Cheng et al., 2011; Du et al., 2014; Srinivas et al., 2016). Cho et al.

(2019) reported a mean BrC mass absorption cross-section of approximately 0.7 m2/g at 565 nm. BrC absorption properties

based on laboratory measurements in urban and biomass smoke samples at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory showed190

BrC mass absorption cross-section of 2.75, 0.95, 0.42, 0.32, and 0.21 at λ= 400, 500, 600, 700, and 900 nm, respectively.

In this work, the "True" BrC mass absorption cross-sections are generally within the range of approximately 0-4m2/g when

varying the imaginary part of the BrC refractive index. Our calculated BrC mass absorption cross-section range is a little wider

than the measurements as the wide imaginary part range of BrC refractive index was assumed.

The comparisons of the "True" and inferred BrC absorption for externally mixed particles are shown in Figure 3. In general,195

the inferred mass BrC absorption agrees relatively well with the "True" BrC absorption when BC fraction is small. This is

easy to be understood. The total effects caused by the BC morphology are alleviated by the large BrC fraction, so the effects

of BC morphology on the inferred mass BrC absorption is small. However, as the ratio of BC volume to BrC volume reaches

1:1, the inferred mass BrC absorption based on the AAE method may be significantly affected by the BC morphology. For

the large particle, the Mie AAE method may provide inaccurate estimations for both fluffy and compact particles, and the Mie200

AAE method can overestimate the BrC mass absorption by approximately 4.8 m2/g, which is approximately several times of

the observed BrC absorption. For small particles, the effects of BC morphologies on the Mie AAE method is relatively small.

However, this is also non-negligible, as the Mie AAE method may underestimate the BrC absorption for about 0.5-1 m2/g

when fBC=50%, which is comparable to the observed BrC absorption. As the morphological effects on the BrC absorption

derivation are significantly dependent on the particle size, we have also investigated δMAC at different particle sizes. As shown205

in Figure 4, the accuracy of the Mie AAE method is significantly dependent on the particle size. Fixing Df to be 1.8, δMAC

can increase with DV , and δMAC can reach approximately 4.8 m2/g when the particle size is large. The different accuracy

of the Mie AAE method for small and large particles is due to the different dependency of BC AAE on the particle size for

spherical and fractal BC. As shown in Figure 5, spherical BC AAE is significantly dependent on the particle size, and the AAE
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can reach a negative value for large BC. However, for fractal BC aggregates, the AAE is still about 1 for large BC, so the Mie210

AAE method provides rather inaccurate estimations for large particles.

The applicability of the AAE=1 method should be also carefully considered. By assuming the AAE to be 1, the BrC mass

absorption cross-section can be underestimated. Even though BrC MAC is relative accurately estimated for small particles,

when the particle is large, fixing fBC=50%, most BrC mass absorption cross-section inferred by assuming AAE=1 is below 0.

Even though the AAE=1 method can provide reasonable estimations for fluffy aggregates (also see Figure 4), as BC becomes215

compact, the underestimation of BrC MAC can reach approximately 2.3 m2/g. The reason is that bare BC AAE is still approx-

imately 1 for fluffy aggregates (see Figure 5), while the AAE of large compact BC can be approximately 0.7 (Liu et al., 2018).

Therefore, the use of the AAE=1 method should carefully consider both the particle size and BC morphologies.

To dispose of the effects of particle size on the AAE method, Wang et al. (2016) proposed a method based on the WDA

method to derive BrC absorption. However, the WDA method does not necessarily provide a better estimation than using the220

AAE=1, as the BC morphology in the atmosphere is rather complex. As shown in Figure 3, assuming that the BC morphology

present fractal characteristics, the WDA method may provide worse estimations than using the AAE=1 for small particles. As

shown in Figure 4, the accuracy of the WDA method is significantly dependent on the particle size. As DV is approximately

100 nm, BrC MAC can be underestimated by approximately 9 m2/g using the WDA method. This may be due to that the

Mie WDA method overestimates the effects of particle size. To compare the WDA of spherical BC and fractal BC, we have225

calculated the WDA of fractal aggregates with DV varying from 40 to 400 nm based on the calculated database from our

previous work (Luo et al., 2018a), where the BC refractive index was assumed to be m= 1.95 +0.79i. As shown in Figure 5,

WDA of spherical BC is largely dependent on the particle size, while the WDA of fractal aggregates does not deviate largely

with zero. Therefore, the effects of BC morphologies on the applicability of the WDA method should be carefully considered.

In addition, we also notice that even though the "True" BrC absorption is larger than 0, the inferred BrC absorption can be230

below 0 as the BC contents become large. Therefore, we should carefully consider the BC contents when using the AAE

method to estimate the BrC absorption.

4.2 Internally mixed particles

As BC and BrC are internally mixed, the morphologies become more complex. Not only the fractal parameters (such as Df )

may change, but also the coating configuration may affect the morphologies. To demonstrate the effect of morphologies, we235

use three BC models based on different coating configurations to calculate the absorption of the internally mixed particles,

as referred above. As shown in Figure 6, different BrC coating shapes may lead to sizable uncertainties in the "True" BrC

absorption. Fixing BrC refractive index to be 1.55+0.08i, the uncertainties in the BrC mass absorption cross-section caused by

different BrC coating shapes can vary from 0 to approximately 0.25 m2/g. In addition, the particle size and compactness of

mixed particles can also have significant effects on BrC absorption. Therefore, the determination of BrC absorption based on240

the modeling method should consider the variation of BrC coating shapes for internally mixed BrC even though most externally

mixed BrC presents a near-spherical shape.
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For internally mixed particles, the comparisons of "True" BrC MAC and the inferred BrC MAC are shown in Figure 7. The

"True" BrC MAC derived from internally mixed assumption is a little smaller than that of externally mixed particles due to

the blocking effects of absorbing coating materials. The inferred BrC MAC also deviates largely from the "True" BrC MAC245

for internally mixed particles. The inferred BrC MAC based on the Mie AAE method may deviate more largely from "True"

BrC MAC compared to the externally mixed particles. Fixing Ns to be 512, and Df to be 1.8, the inferred BrC MAC using

the Mie AAE at 440 and 870 nm wavelength pair can overestimate the "True" BrC MAC by approximately 5.8 m2/g. As also

shown in Figure 8, fixing Df to be 1.8, δMAC based on the Mie AAE method is not very large when the particle is small, while

it increases to approximately 5.8 m2/g when the DV of the mixed particles increases to approximately 400 nm. Furthermore,250

even for heavily coated BC (fBC=10%), the Mie AAE method can overestimate the BrC MAC by approximately 1.0 m2/g

(see both Figure 7 and Figure 8), which is comparable to the BrC MAC. Therefore, the applicability of the Mie AAE method

is significantly limited by BC morphologies when the particle is large.

The WDA method may even provide worse estimations than the AAE=1 method for small particles. Fixing Ns to be 58 and

fBC to be 50%, the WDA method can overestimate BrC MAC by approximately 2 m2/g, which is comparable to "True" BrC255

MAC. As shown in Figure 8, fixingDf to be 1.8, as the particle size of the mixed particles increases, δMAC based on the WDA

method increases firstly and then decreases. The WDA method can overestimate the BrC MAC by approximately 2.5 m2/g

when DV of the mixed particles is approximately 200 nm. The reason may be that the WDA calculated using the Mie method

overestimates the effect of the BC size. As shown in Figure 9, even though the WDA of Model A does not deviate largely with

0, the WDA of the core-shell sphere model depends largely on the particle size. So the Mie WDA can overestimate the effects260

of the particle size, and the WDA method is extremely limited by the BC morphologies.

The performance of the AAE=1 method is also significantly constrained by the BC morphology. For the fluffy internally

thinly coated BC, BC AAE is still around 1 (see Figure 9), so the estimation of BrC MAC using the AAE=1 method is

reasonable. However, for large BC, as BC becomes compact, the AAE method can underestimate the BrC MAC by 2-3 m2/g.

The possible reason may be that AAE of more compact BC deviate larger with 1 when BC size is large, as demonstrated in265

the study of Liu et al. (2018). The inferred BrC absorption based on the Mie AAE provides rather inaccurate estimations, and

the deviation with the pseudo measurements can reach approximately 1.2 m2/g even for fBC=10%. The reason is that the Mie

AAE method can provide inaccurate estimations for "True" AAE. Figure 9 shows that the AAE of the core-shell sphere model

can deviate more largely with 1 compared to Model A. Especially for large particles, Mie AAE can significantly underestimate

the "True" AAE, so significantly overestimate BrC MAC. Therefore, the BrC absorption derivation should carefully consider270

the effects of BC morphologies.

To constrain the uncertainties caused by the BC morphologies, BC morphological information obtained from electron mi-

croscopy sampling in different conditions can be used. For example, by exploring the three-dimensional (3D) electron tomog-

raphy method, Adachi et al. (2007) have analyzed the morphological characteristics of BC. Based on the two-dimensional

(2D) electron tomography image and fractal theory, China et al. (2013) have characterized the BC structures emitted from the275

wildfire. BC structures in the freeway were also analyzed by China et al. (2014). Besides, Yuan et al. (2019) have investigated
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the externally mixed and internally mixed BC at a remote site in the Southeastern Tibetan Plateau. These measurements can

provide morphological information for constraining the uncertainties in the estimation of the BrC absorption.

5 Conclusions

In this work, the effects of BC morphologies on the derivation of BrC absorption based on the AAE method were numerically280

investigated. To focus on the effects of BC morphologies, pseudo measurements were generated based on some morphological

mixed BC models, then the BrC absorption was inferred based on the AAE method. By comparing the inferred BrC absorption

with "True" BrC absorption, we found the applicability of the AAE method is severely affected by the BC morphologies. Even

though the "True" BrC absorption is within the measured range, the inferred BrC absorption can be even less than 0 as the

BC volume fraction increases. The Mie AAE method does not provide an accurate estimation for most particles due to the285

overestimation of the size effects on AAE. For both externally and internally mixed particles, the AAE=1 method is severely

limited by the BC morphology, and the deviation with the "True" BrC absorption can vary from near 0 to several times more

than the "True" BrC absorption. The WDA method does not necessarily improve the estimations. In many cases, the WDA

method even provides worse estimation than the AAE=1 method, and the deviation of BrC MAC can reach approximately 9

m2/g for externally mixed particles. Therefore, the estimation of BrC absorption based on the AAE method should carefully290

consider the effects of BC morphologies. This work highlights the BC morphological effects on the BrC absorption estimation,

and it can provide suggestions for the estimation of BrC absorption.
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Figure 1. The estimation of BrC absorption.
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Figure 2. BC morphologies considered in this work. The internally mixed particles were generated using the models developed by Luo et al.

(2019).
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